
February 22, 2022 

To: Idaho Department of Lands 

Subject: Supplemental letter 

From: PATRICK M. PHILLIPS 

I, Patrick M. Phillips, offer this supplemental letter in connection with Greg Wilson' s permit 
application for a Pre-Lake Protection Act shoreline and lakebed encroachment located on the 
south boundary of their Priest Lake Diamond Park Addition Lot 1 7 A. 

In June 2021 , I had presented the Wilson' s with a letter providing my recollection facts 
concerning the log structure on their southern lake front boundary area and their permit 
application. 

The exposed log structure which I inspected in the summer of 2021 is the same log structure 
which I recall seeing on the south side of Lot 1 7 and extending into the lake, although now much 
older and weathered. The logs' configuration at their current location has not changed since the 
late 1960' s. The timeframe for my recollection begins in 1966 and continues. In 1966 I was 14 
years old. Additionally, I recall seeing a dingy up to a log at times at the location of the log 
structure. 

I have reviewed the Gary Fievez letter dated November 24, 2020. The logs which I recall seeing 
on the beach and extending into the lake were small logs as described by Fievez. I agree with Mr. 
Fievez' s description of the logs and their south boundary location although I recall the log 
structure on the upland beach and extending into the lake just as they are now. Again, the 
timeframe for this recollection begins in 1966 and continues today. 
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11/24/20 

To: Idaho Dept. of Lands 

From: Gary Fievez 

My family purchased lot 18 in Diamond Park Addition on Priest Lake in June, 1965. We sold our 

cabin and lot to Bill Fa loon in 2002. 

When we owned the lot and the cabin that we built, Lot 17 and the cabin on it were owned by 

Red Rouse and later by the Ellingsons. During some of this time, two cedar logs that were. 

approximately 4-6 inches in diameter and 20 feet long were placed on the beach at the 

property line by the Rouses. However, there was no rock barrier or rock structure that 

extended from the beach into the lake. In addition, there was no erosion of our beach. 


